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By Marjorie M. Liu

Ace. Paperback. Condition: New. 304 pages. Dimensions: 6.7in. x 4.2in. x 0.9in.Tattoos with hearts,
minds, and dreams. Created to be the armor that protects my body, these obsidian shadows come
alive at nightdemons made flesh. After the Aetar nearly kill Maxines unborn child, and a betrayal
within her own ranks leaves Maxines husband, Grant, poisoned and dying, Maxine is forced to attack
a race of beings that possesses almost unlimited power. Doing so will require she make a deal with
the devilthe devil that lives inside herrisking both her sanity and her soul as she slowly transforms
into something more than human. But even that might not be enough to save Grant, because the
very thing that Maxine is becoming is destined to destroy the world. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Mass Market Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is very gripping and fascinating. We have read and that i am certain that i am going to going to read once more again in the future. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- B ur nice Cr onin-- B ur nice Cr onin

This is actually the best book i actually have go through right up until now. It generally will not price an excessive amount of. I discovered this book from
my dad and i suggested this book to understand.
-- Nor m a  Ca r r oll-- Nor m a  Ca r r oll
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